RISING STAR- TALENT FIESTA AT DAVIM
In the monotonous life cycle of a student, which mainly includes eating, sleeping, lectures, and
repeating, ‘College Fests’ shows certain degree of fluctuations in the excitement levels of
students. Why wouldn’t it? As the festive season slowly marches closer and closer with time,
every student can taste the sweet scent of hard work; hard work of not only the students
organizing it but the ones killing themselves with incessant practices to win that victory title.
And, so to break the cycle of traditional study days, the Student Welfare Department along with
the UG and PG courses of DAVIM organized a ‘Talent Fiesta’ for its effervescent students
where there were myriad activities to participate in, like, ‘Trip the light’, ‘ Singing Bee’, ‘Copy
Cat’ ‘Hamara Neta’ ‘Honest art’ ‘Kabad Se Jugad’, ‘Heena Ke Rang’, ‘Master Chef’, ‘Debate
Competition’, ‘Sketch Making’, ‘Face Painting’ and many more. The aroma of delicious food in
the air with countless stalls put up by the zestful students mesmerized everyone. Ms. Renu
Bhatia, BJP member was the Chief Guest and was delighted to be amongst the students during
the festive season and reminded them all of the importance of smokeless Diwali. She applauded
the efforts of the students and their art in Mehndi, Sketch and Rangoli competition. The Head of
the Institute, Dr. Neelam Gulati, was all praises for the organizers and the faculty who worked as
a team to make the students unleash their inhibitions and come forward to showcase their talent.
She advised the students to enjoy cracker less Diwali and indulge in the joy of sharing this
festive season. Divya, Muskaan and Subhashree of BBE department came first in Master chef,
Tanshi Sikka of BBA bagged the first prize in Volta Face, Mukul of BBA showed his panache
for dance by bagging the first position in Solo Dance , Kavita from MCA manifested her
Mehndi art by coming first in ‘Heena ke Rang’ competition, BCA group of four students- Jagriti,
Rinki, Jaspinder and Karandeep beautified the corridor of DAVIM with their magnificent
Rangoli and came first, Jatin from BBA stood tall at the first position with his mimicry skills,
Garima from BBE showcased her skills in ‘Best Out of Waste’ and stood first, and Vishaka from
B.CAM stood first in Gift Wrapping, Kumkum from BBA showed her fine art and came first in
Sketch making. The event ended successfully with the audience taking a solemn pledge to
celebrate smokeless Diwali.

